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Seniors participate in 2nd annual I.S. celebration march
SUSAN M GALE
Staff Writer

mittcd in relation to the rest of the
class.

The noise of seniors greeting
friends, singing, clapping, yelling
and dancing in the Arch was
enough to rival the drummers who
were to lead the March. By 4 pjn.
the Arch was filled and the line of
happy seniors had spilled out the
back. As the procession began, the
slight drizzle could do little to
dampen the excitment of the participants.
The spirits were high, as well as
flowing, in Ichabod's as the College provided free beer and food for
the class party. Seniors filled the
basement of Kitlredge where they
greeted old friends, many of whom
had not been seen during the last
days of IS writing time. It was a
veritable coming out party for
many seniors who felt free to have
fun for the first UmcJnjwj&teJjfc.
.fore getting back into the normal
school schedule.
Orals, in which each senior must
defend his or her IS to an advisor
and a second reader, would be happening in the near future, but was
not on the minds of the students
who took advantage of the time to

They came from all directions to
parade though the campus, each
for the same reason: the joy of
ft,
completing Senior Independent
Study. Senior Wooster students
came running, walking, or skipping, to join the entire senior
class in a grand celebration of the
date and time which marked the
deadline to submit Senior Theses.
. The Senior March began Monday, Mar. 20 at 4 p.m. in Kauke
Arch and progressed along the Mes,
morial Walkway to finish in
the campus pub, located in
the basement of Kittrcdge Hall.
Ichabod's was then the scene of a
senior class, party.
Some students were leaving the
Registrar's Office, having handed
in their IS just under the deadline.
Many came in groups while others
met friends in the crush of students
as ihey filled the Arch to the beat
of Scot Band percussion players.
Altogether, 356 students handed in
their theses by the March 20th
deadline. Each student wore a black
and gold button proclaiming the
Seniors celebrate the completion of I.S. daring the I.S. words: "I Did It," and a number
March through Kauke Arch last Monday afternoon.
which told when their IS was sub- -

--

.

r

Icha-bod'-

Editor-in-chi-ef

The Men of Dream House, an
interracial men's program house,
as well as the Men of Harambce,
and third world men's support organization, have petitioned
the Board of Trustees of the College of Wooster to investigate a

a-bla- ck

"threat that...a black student

should be lynched" which was allegedly made by a security officer
on February 19 of this year.
The organizations under the
guide of Mark D. Goodman
a letter to Stanley Gault,
President of the Board of Trustees,
and sent multiple copies to other
members of the administration, faculty and the media. Gault was
unavailable for comment.
The letter says that "While in
the course of investigating inci
sub-milt-

ed

dents of violence which occurred at
an intramural basketball game between a team of black students and
a team of white students, a College of Wooster security officer
made a verbal threat on the life of
a College of Wooster student.
This alleged threat was made in the
presence of a member of the College of Wooster Dean's Staff. The
threat was in the form of inflama-tor-y
language insinuating that a
black student should be lynched.
The statement was made to a
group of white students, some of
whom bad been previously involved in the basketball game.
The situation was already ugly and
violent. In that context, such a
statement could, in fact, have incited die action it threatened."
As of March 20, the administration's preliminary investigation of
the alleged threat had not yet been

Sce I.S.: page 5

The work of Orals was on the

Student band plays
tonight at Town Hall

completed. Goodman's letter suggests that this is "unacceptable for
the following reasons: This is a
life threatening allegation; this incident has racial overtones; more
than one month has expired; the
employee is still working for the
College and continues to possess
keys that give him access to all
students' rooms and buildings on
this campus. He also continues to
have police authority."
The Chief of Security referred all
questions to the Deans' office.
President Copeland issued a statement and Plusquellec had no fur-thcomment In response to the
letter, Copeland stated, "Mark
Goodman has not talked with me
about his concerns, and he has not
presented the evidence to me to
support his allegations. Carl
ur

Sec Racist: page 8
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have fun.

Delayed response to alleged
racist incident stirs up concern
WILLIAM VAN CLEAVE

mind of at least one faculty member in aitcndcncc at the party. Gordon ShuD, a professor of Political :
Science and International Relations, wore a sign which stated
words from a Mozart Operetta:
"The beginning is amusing.But
tomorrow comes the sorrow." He
says he was referring to the work
which is ahead of him since he
will have to read IS Senior IS theses.
To accentuate his point, Shull
also carried, on a luggage cart, the
amount of theses he woukl be reading in the coming weeks. "I meant
the sign to refer to my work,"
Shull states. "But most of the students took it to mean their work
'
with Orals."
This year's Senior March and
class party was the second annual
for the College. The March, an in- yention of Dean of Faculty Glenn""
Bucbcr. was first held last year,
and being such an instant success
with the seniors was again held
this year as it appeares to have become a new tradition for the College. Before the organization of the
Senior March and class party, the
College did not hold a formal ob--

ELISEJ.BONZA
News and Feature Editor
Runaway Steamroller makes
their debut tonight at Town HalL a
Wooster nightclub. Steamroller's
playlist is heavy with the music of
the Grateful Dead, and includes
covers from The Stones, Santana,
and Pink Floyd.
"There was this frog, from Mexico, named Carlos," laughs J.D.
Darby. "He was kicked out of
Mexico for not having a green
card. And to take his revenge, to
break back across the borderJie
had this steamroller. To plow over
everyone.. .and he ran into us, and
we hitched a ride." This is the
fateful beginning of Runaway
Steamroller, a new campus band.
The band features four underclassmen and one veteran senior.
Victor. DcMarco.wcII known on

campus for his blazing guitar work
with such groups as Arctic Red
and the Puritans, has taken up bass
guitar for this musical venture.
Sopbmorc J.D. Darby picks up
guitar for the band, along with

Sec

Steamroller:

t
4
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Pa&e 2 OPINION

Letters to the editor
Campus racism:
Ferguson responds

President Copelaad:
I am coming to the conclusion
that the College of Wooster is a
racist institution with the main
goal of producing White men and
women who are trained to oppress
African-America- n'

individuals.

There are three major incidents in
my college experience here that
prove exactly this.
During my first year at the College, I took a religion course, and
my professor had an overly racist
attitude towards me. The professor
ignored me when I raised my hand
to contribute to class discussions.
He took unnecessary points off my
examinations and told me that I
was not like the other Blacks he
met in New York. Furthermore, he
staled that I did not seem like the
type that hung around street corners. This professor then raised
my grades on two assignments by
two letters. I pressed charges
against him through a member of
the Dean's staff. The professor
simply denied making the comments towards me, and he was not
penalized for his transgressions.
Today, I have an unfair grade on
my transcript as a result of his racist attitude, but even more importantly, there is a sick member of
the faculty still teaching at The
College of Wooster.
Secondly, I read the SGA article
published September 23, 1988 in
The Wooster Voice which pointed
out the fact that you "revised" the
judicial board's decision which
found a White student guilty of
committing a racist act. I will
never understand how you could

"

"revise" a punishment for someone
who is in violation of the racism
policy. The Scot's Key states
that racism is fundamentally at
odds with Wooster's values. This
is a contradiction on your part, and
your action is encouraging more
racist behavior on this campus.
The saga continues with the
most recent incident which happened on February 19 , 1989 when
a security officer supposedly stated
that a Wooster student should be
"lynched." I am aware of the fact
that the administration's investiga-lion has not been completed after
one month has passed. Even
more, the accused officer still remains an employee of the College
of Wooster.
President Cope land, you are responsible for making sure that the
policies of this college are carried
out to the fullest. You seem to be
very skillful at making sure that
the college maintains a fat endowment, but you fail to make sure
mat all constituencies of this college live up to the fundamental
values of Wooster. The main objective of this College is to provide a quality education to a diverse population of students. True
diversity involves the exchange of
cultural backgrounds. This concept of diversity will never be
properly executed until all stu-d- c
.is, faculty members, and administrators learn some respect for
r

the

African-America-

n,

This can only happen through
education, and my experiences
show the importance of requiring
one course of black studies for
every individual at this institution
of higher learning. As a student
leader, I have tried to show basic
values of this College; perhaps

you should leave and find a place
where your goals match the institution you are serving.
Sincerely,
Melford P. Ferguson
cc: The Committee on the Quality of Black Student Life, Department and Program Chairs, Editor,
The Wooster Voice'

Kennedy responds
President Cope land:
I am writing to share my
thoughts regarding the incident on
February 19, 1989 in which a
officer allegedly suggested
in public that one of Wooster's
black students be "lynched." It appears that your administration's investigation of this incident has yet
to be completed after an entire
month, and that the officer in
question is still on full duty here.
I do not know whether there exists in your family a history of
relatives being abducted, bound by
their extremities, and strung up
from trees; I trust that there does
not. Sadly, the sight of corpses
listing in the wind is an indelible
component of my family's heritage-one
of which I never expected
to be so disgracefully reminded by
an employee of the College of
Wooster.
As you should be well aware by
now, racial and sexual harassment
are not new at the College of
Wooster; what is more troubling,
though, is that when such incidents occur and are brought to the
attention of the campus, there appears to be little substantive interest on the part of your administra- -

se-cur- ity

--
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Those nutty Republicans are at it again.
After making some brilliant cabinet position choices (James Baker
for Secretary of State in particular), George Bush made the horrific
mistake of nominating John Tower for Secretary of Defense. The
problems with his candidacy should have been obvious from the start
and it was political folly for Bush to stick with him until the final
inevitable defeat when he came before the full Senate for confirma
tion. Though the Senate finally did the right thing with Ac rejec
tion, the Senate Republicans made Bush in particular and their party
in general look foolish again.
First, they cried foul when the Democrats delved into the private
life of Tower when they had the evidence of the FBI report to back
them up. As usual, the great Republican double standard reared its
ugly head.
During the 1988 presidential and senatorial races, the Republicans
looked into the private lives of all the Democratic candidates to see
what in their private lives could be used in the campaign. In fact,
in many cases (including the cases of Michael Dukakis' use of a psychologist and the implication that Ohio Senator Howard Metzen-baucoddled child pornographers), the Republicans willfully distort
ed facts about the private lives of their opponents, Yet when one of
their own gets the same treatment when he is up for the most impor
tant defense job in the nation, suddenly such investigation is a terrible invasion of privacy.
Secondly, after the Senate voted to turn down Bush's nominee (a
fact which some Republicans seemed to forget that they have the
right to do), the Republicans howled that the Democrats had turned
the vote into a partisan one.
see Editorial: page IS
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Murray and Yard address "Leadership
and the Nation's Social Agenda"
highly debated topic and Murray,

JENNIFER DUNN
Staff Writer

in his work that
"government cannot guarantee
happiness...but can only insure

contends

On March 28, 1989, at 2 p.m.
in Lean Lecture Hall, Charles
Murray and Molly Yard will address the topic "Leadership and the
Nation's Social Agenda."
Born and raised in Iowa, Charles
Murray, social scientist and writer,
obtained a B.A. from Harvard in
the department of history. He later
received a Ph.D. in political
science from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Murray
worked at the American Institutes
for Research as a senior scientist
from 1974 to 1981. Previous to
this employment, he was a Peace
Corps volunteer, then a researcher,
in Thailand.
Murray came into the public's
attention upon the release of his
book Losing Ground. Said to be
"the bible of the Reagan administration" by the New York Times,
Losing Ground analyzes the reforms of the 1960's in a controversial manner.
After making a reputation with
Losing Ground, Murray has been
recognized as a significant influence in debates concerning racial polarization and the underclass. He has published works in
various journals and newspapers,
recently completing the book. The
Pursuit: Of Happiness and Good
Government. This, too, is on a

the conditions under which the individual can pursue happiness."
At present, Murray lives in
Washington, D.C., where he is a
Bradley Fellow with the Manhattan Institute for Policy Research.
Charles Murray's polar opposite,
Molly Yard , President of the National Organization for Women
(NOW), was bom to missionary
parents in Shanghai, China. At
the age of thirteen, she moved to
the United States with her family,
and later attended Swarthmore College. It was at this time that Yard
began the life of a political activist; she successfully campaigned
against the campus' women's fraternity system, which practiced
admissions policies.
Yard joined the
graduation.
After
becoming
movement,
students'
Secretary
Organization
National
and Chair of the American Student
Union. Through these activites,
she became acquainted with Eleanor Roosevelt, who became her
anti-Semit-

ic

friend and colleague.

On the political front, Yard has
also been active in the Democratic
Party. She has been a part of both
local and national campaigns, and
was a member of the Democratic.
Charter Committee, which insured
"representation of women and mi

norities among delegates to the
Democratic National Convention."

As would be expected, Yard was
also heavily involved in the civil
rights movement of the 1960's and
1970's. She worked with campaigns for national civil rights
legislation, and was the western
Pennsylvania organizer for the
1963 march on Washington. Yard
helped to found the Americans for
Democration Action and from
1964 to the present, worked with
the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights.
Yard became involved in NOW
at the local level, joining the National NOW in 1978. With
NOW, she worked on the campaign for the ratification of the
Equal Rights Amendment As
part of this organization, she has
been a "prime architect of NOWs
political and legislative agenda."
Yard has served as NOWPAC senNOWs Poior staff (1973-1984- ),
(1975-1987),
and
litical Director
President (1987 to present). Yard
has also been instrumental in the
National March for Women's
Lives and NOW Equality PAC
activites.
Currently, Molly Yard lives in
Pennsylvania with her husband.
She has earned her reputation as
feminist, civil rights, and political
activist.

WOMEN'S WEEK PRESENTS:
BODIES

CLAIMING OUR RIGHTS, RECLAIMING OUR
Friday, March

8:30 p.m.

24

Mom's Spotlight Showcase:

Martha Leader

Monday, March 27 7:30 p.m., Lowry 119
Eileen Coan speaking on Assertiveness for Women
Tuesday, March 28 4 p.m., Scovel 105
Cindy Cover speaking on Midwivery
Tuesday, March 28 7 p.m., North Faculty Lounge
Movie: Still Killing Us Softly
.

294

p.m.
Wednesday, March
Feminism
Contemporary
of
Panel Discussion in the Future
Wednesday, March 29 7:30 p.m. North Faculty Lounge
Film: TBA

304 p.m. Douglass Lounge
Poetry and Prose Reading

Thursday, March

Women:
105
p.m.,
Scovel
7:30

Bryan House on Cancer and Women

Friday, March

314

p.m.

Panel on Feminism and Motherhood

Friday, March 31 7:30 p.m., Babcock Lounge
Joanne Underwood
of Health: A Look at Contraception,
Vision
Feminist
A
Sexuality, and Eating Disroders

SAB hosts Wooster

Spring Olympics
Come one, come all for spring
is in the air, and the SAB Recreation Committee will be hosting
the Wooster Spring Olympics '89
April 1 and 2.
Events that are to be held in
Lowry, the PEC, and the Quad include pie eating, relay races, bowling, jcllo snarling, lug o'war, and
many, many more exciting contests.
commemorating
the Olympics will be sold for a reasonable price at the event
Gather your friends, neighbors,
faculty, staff, and even your advis- T-Shi-

rts

or to form a team so everyone will
be included in the finest competition of the year yet! Teams of six
people should register with the
SAB Board by March 27 no later
than 5 p.m. The registration fee is
$1 per person and bonus points
will be awarded for those teams
who have facultystaff members on
their team.
Anyone interested in helping
with any of the events should contact Carrie Jenkins, SAB recreation
chair, at exL 2671.

In the news...
YALMANONARAN
Series Writer

"

Right wing wins presiden-ta- l
elections in El Salvador: Amidst gun battles and

the road blocks by the guerillas, people voted in El Salvador last
week to elect Alfredo Christian! a member of the rightist alliance.
The billions of dollars of U.S. military aid for that country is now
in question.

Supreme Court supports testing for drug use on the
workjob: The Supreme Court gave its support to the drug-fre- e
place the federal government has been trying to create by upholding
g
programs for the railroad industry and Customs Serthe
vices. However, the Court rejected a program requiring workers who
have access to classified material to be tested for drugs. ,
drug-testin-

Israeli intelligence

report sees the need for P.L.O.

talks: In a report leaked to the press by some members of the Israeli Senate, the Internal Intelligence Agency of Israel stated that the
uprisings in the occupied territories cannot be ended unless the government agrees to talk with the PX.O. A day after the report was
released, the U.S. asked the PX.O. to let the Palestinians in the
talk with Israel directly.
cupied territories
After
Public schools move toward teaching religion:
decades of shunning classroom discussion of religion, many American schools are now moving to include it in their curriculums. The
change is said to result from a sentiment that the role of religion in
American culture has long been ignored in the schools.
New farm policy is accepted in the Soviet Union: Proposed by Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev, the new agrarian policy
allows fanners to choose between collective and private farming.
Although met by some resistance, the proposal was accepted in the
central committee last week. Gorbachev believes the small private
farms introduced by the new policy will improve Soviet agriculture.
A new underwater missile explodes during first test fire
undering: The Trident 2, a recently developed 7,500
CaCape
launch
at
after
its
shortly
exploded
missile,
water nuclear
accompathe
and
missile
the
launched
that
submarine
naveral. The
nying destroyers were not affected by the explosion. The missiles
cost $ 25 million each.

a

mile-rang-

South Korean referendum postponed indefinitely: The
President of South Korea, Roh Tae Woo, postponed the
referendum, a test of his first year in office, because of conlong-await-

ed

fusion and violence in his country. The act was surprising because
it is widely believed that the President can win the referendum easily.
Assault rifles selling like hot stocks: Since the government banned the import of semiautomatic rifles, the gun stores have
been overflowing with people trying to buy the rifles fearing a final
ban on them. The ban is in response to a man killing 15 children in
a school last week. The prices on the rifles have gone up 3 to 4
times since the ban.
Compiled from The New York Times.
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Letters from page 2
lion. As has been demonstrated
clearly on other campuses, , these
types of incidents can lead quite
easily to unpleasant and uncontrollable displays of raw emotion;
if this is to be avoided, strong,
swift action is required from college administrators. In my experience at Wooster, however, strong,
swift action has never typified
your administration's response to
similar circumstances.
As a resident assistant, I am unhow I am supable
posed to maintain needed confidence in Wooster security if this
behavior is considered acceptable.
At the very least, the officer in
question in this latest incident
should be suspended, pending completion of the administration's investigation. It is wholly inexcusable lhat people who have blatantly
violated our Code of Social Responsibility arc routinely permit-

pleted. If the charges are found to
be true, we ask that his employment be terminated immediately.
Sincerely,
Mandy Langley, President
Student Government Association

1988) and one nonfiction work
Jaguar Smile, A Nicaraguan
Journey, 1987). All of his works
have received positive critical reviews in the major literary review
magazines. Midnight's Children
received three awards: the Booker
(The

McConnell Prize for Fiction,

1981; a literary award from the
English Speaking Union, also in
responds 1981; and the James Tail Black
Memorial Prize in 1982.
Dear Editor
It is hoped that the writer of the
I have read the recent articles in March 3rd letter will learn to do
your paper concerning Remy and research in the library as part of
Martin's death. My name is Sarah his education at The College of
Johnston, Remy is my brother. I Wooster, and thus be able to base
just wanted to let you know that his assertions on some evidence
my family and I feel lhat Wooster rather than feeling and conjecture.
has done a wonderful job dealing
with this situation and we truly Sincerely,
appreciate it. However, I do have Margo Warner Curl
one complaint. It concerns youi Technical Services Librarian
extreme rudeness to Kevin Ander- Andrews Library
son, one of my closest friends. In
his letter to the editor, Kevin statted to remain here; this fact renders
his grievances with the articles
ed
the college's contention that rawritten.
Such is his right. The reaand
are
cism
sexism
he
took such a strong interest
"fundamentally at odds with son
ISA responds
in this is because he is close to
Woosicr's values and are in violame. My family and I are extremely
tion of college policy" lilllc more
grateful for his support. I would Dear Editor
than an impotent and utterly meanAs the Executive Committee of
have never been able to deal with
ingless charade.
this as well as I have without him. the International Student AssociaMr. Copcland, racism, sexism,
You implied in your Tebuttal that tion (ISA), we want to express our
and administrative apathy need be
he was not one of Rcmy's friends.
regrets for the undcrcovcrage of
expunged from this institution
with utmost expediency. If your
Obviously you did not look at all events lhat have been aiming to
administration lacks the necessary sides of the issue because I considpromote cultural understanding on
leadership to ensure that this ocer myself one of Rcmy's closest campus.
curs, I submit there are many peo- friends. Thus Kevin has his right
A recent example is the coverage
ple, myself included, who arc quite
to speak. It would make me feel
that Africa Week received from the
determined to sec that such leadermuch better if you apologized to
Voice. The Voice gave almost
ship is found elsewhere.
him. Thank you for listening.
two
of coverage to the
Beta Run in its last issue while
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Africa Week was covered by a
Joseph J. Kennedy IV
Sarah Johnston
article in the preceding
cc: Stanley C. Gauli, Donald
issue.
Ilarward, Kenneth Plusquellec,
The Voice article on the Beta
Sherdil letter:
Glenn Buchcr, Carl Yund, Lenora
Run reported that approximately
Curl responds
Barnes-Wrigh- t,
Samanlfia Langley,
200 people attended that event. If
S.G.A. Cabinet, William Van
attendance
at an activity is the criDear Editor
Cleave
teria
for
coverage by the
sufficient
I am responding to a letter in the
newspaper,
school
we can assure
March 3 issue of The Wooster
you
that at least a total of 1000
Voice regarding the novel, The
Langley responds
people, including faculty, staff and
Satanic Verses by Salman Rushdie. I respond as an avid reader of town residents attended the week-lon- g
activities of Africa Week.
To the Editor:
Indian English fiction and as a LiIt is more deplorable if" the criteOn Vha'f on the Student Ciov-e- t
brarian.
ria used was importance and qualiThe writer of the March 3rd letamcnt Association, I am v.;;imt:
ty of the activity, y.hich makes us
r.
freedom
notion
the
of
:
ter
supports
Cy
(j'c
irons; ::;: n
feel
that educational activities like
I
am
l.uwr-v.expression.
22
Me;!:
Africa
Week ilmi tried to promote
C
t'.i
this .support eeVi
clad to
ibc cl ec
; re ; .res-- r,
. tJoodman.
inieniat'otiLiT
understanding arc
i
u'.ougn he personally objects
i'.'c of a group of 'concerned Munimportant
considered
by the
the con. ems f the novel. I'erliaijs
ucins on caiHjiiVflt is the fjphvjpn
Voice-y
,
'5i5o1ii,2ii:?urn'l!lr,.t luc alleged. if he would lake the linic to aclti-allAgain vc express our regrets for
read the novel, he might find
acnonsjDf the college security
in said icttcf arc of a
better grounds for objecting than the undcrcovcrage of international
activities and urge the Voice to be
Ivholly unacceptable nature. A
Rushdie's physical appearance.
more sensitive to everyone's needs
with
this
My
main
quarrel
letter
viostatement which could incite
and
interests in the future.
Rushis
the
writer discounts
that
lence, made with seemingly racial
die's literary merit. Rushdie has
overtones, cannot be tolerated.
published four novels (Grimus, Sincerely,
We request that the security offi- -'
1975; Midnight's Children, 1981; ISA Executive Committee
ccr in question be suspended until
an expedient investigation is com
Shame, 1983; Satanic Verses,

Van Cleave rebuttal:

Johnston
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International
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Asbestos removed
from Holden
AMY HOLLANDER
Assistant Editor

-

Asbestos was removed from the
linen room and Yellow Lounge in
the basement of Holden Hall, a
tunnel outside of Holden and the
powerhouse during spring break
by the Sierra Environmental
Group. The area was sealed and
students and staff were not at risk
during the procedure, according to

Sophie Wisniewski, Associate
Dean of Students.
The Dean's Staff sent notices to
Holden residents prior to the work
being done. Holden remained
open during spring break and linen
services moved into the student
laundry at lhat residence hall.
Sierra Environmental Group is
subject to all EPA regulations and
was inspected while completing
the work in Holden which took
approximately a week. The administration had the option of encapsulating the asbestos which involves sealing it and leaving it in
the buildings. "Our emphasis has
been removing it," stated Clint
Hofstcttcr, Director of the Physical Plant at Wooster
A survey was conducted in 1987
to locate asbestos on campus and a
plan was formulated for its removal. According to Hofstetter, the
asbestos was restricted mainly to

mechanical rooms and the steam
tunnel. No asbestos was discovered in living or academic areas and
Hofstetter said a "thorough study"
was completed. The asbestos discovered in Holden's Yellow
Lounge was enclosed in the false
ceiling.
Any possible health risk from
the presence of asbestos was primarily to the staff of the College.
Hofstetter stated that staff tried to
avoid the areas with asbestos or
took necessary precautions while
working there.
The survey categorized exposure
into three categories based mainly
on potential risk and the College
started removing asbestos in the
areas at the top of the list, according to Hofstetter. Asbestos has
previously been removed from tunnels and mechanical rooms in
Compton, Andrews, and Frick Art.
Last summer it was removed from
ther basement of Babcock and during winter break last academic year
further asbestos was removed from
the mechanical room on the ground
floor

of Holden.

Although the asbestos has been
removed from the campus and
placed in a hazardous landfill, it is
still the property of the College.
The exact location and amounts of
asbestos in the landfills has been
documented.
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Wayne County Alcoholism
Services
Offering:

Chemical dependency assessments,
interventions and treatment.
Treatment and education-servicefor adult children of alcoholics.
Aftercare group for reepjerjng.
students.
s

,

Educational Programing.--

'

'

,

'.

Confidential Services
149 East Liberty St. 210
(Above Newberry's)
Call

264-849- 8
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Random
Thoughts

Satanic Verses crisis leaves Muslim
students here unaffected so far
"There may be heightened

MICHAEL OTCEEFE

anti-Khome- ini

feelings, but I don't

College Press Services

think there will be problems for
For Mohammed, an Iranian student at the University of Idaho, the
fears and riots and controversy
about novelist Salman Rushdie's
book "Satanic Verses" seem far removed.

While in 1979 the 50,000-som- e
Iranian students then studying in
the U.S. reported frequent incidents
of harrassment from their American-bom
classmates angered by the
holding of American hostages in
Teheran, Mohammed (who asked
that his real name not be used) said
the possibility that he could become a local target for
prejudices provoked by Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini's offer to pay
for Rushdie's murder never occured
to him.
"I haven't heard of any problems," Mohammed said. "The
people here in Idaho are very
nice."
Mohammed's experience appears
to be typical. The 9,000 Iranians
still on U.S. campuses say the upheaval about Rushdie and the rise
in tensions between the U.S. and
Iran hasn't affected them much at
all.
"I'd be surprised if anything
came up," said Colin Davies of the
National Association for Foreign
Affairs in Washington, D.C.
anti-Irani- an

students."

Some others are less certain.
"Unless there is an attempt by
the American media to understand
why the Muslim world is offended,
there will be a rise of opposition
to Islam in this country," predicted
Seyyed Hossein Nasr, an Islamic
Studies professor at George Washington University.
Many Muslims maintain Rushdie's book blasphemes the prophet
Mohammed in a fictional dream
sequence in which Mohammed
momentarily recognizes women as
saints.
Muslim clerics in Pakistan and
Iran heatedly denounced the book
as it was being released in Europe
and the United States in
touching off wild
demonstraand
tions.
Iranian leader Khomeini then
called for the murder of Rushdie
and anyone else associated with the
publication of the book, promising $2.4 milliona bounty later
mid-Februa-

ry,

anti-Rushd-

ie

anti-We- st

increased to $4.9 million to

Rushdie's assassin.
"One has to look at what's going on in Iran," to understand the
controversy surrounding the book,
suggested Salem Ajluni, an associate professor of economics at

North Carolina's Guilford College.
"You don't hear

of Muslims

pro-

testing in Indonesia, Saudi Arabia
or Nigeria," said Ajluni. "The image the media have painted is that
the Muslim world is reacting to
this book, but most of the controversy has been in Iran."
Ajluni maintained isolationists
in Iran are using the book to help
them steer the nation clear of
Western influences in the policy
vacuum after the war with Iraq,
which ended in 1988.
He pointed out the European
community's withdrawal of its
diplomats from Iran in protest of
the murder contract is exactly what
the Iranian isolationists want to
fulfill "their vision of what the Islamic Republic should be."
Ajluni and other Islamic scholars on American campuses say
they've been disturbed by the way
they're being portrayed in the media's accounts of it
"The media portray this as 'us
versus them,' that Muslims don't
apreciate freedom of thought like
the West does," Ajluni complained. "But there are people
on both
who are
sides. It's the way Iran interprets
it."
"I don't buy the argument that
less-than-toler-

ant

of Senior Theses collected are kept,
last handed in the thesis.
There are other traditions which Davis replies: "Anywhere we can.
from page 1
surround the date Mar. 20. The We move tables and just make
Registrar's Office, which accepts room for them." The theses are
servance of the deadline for subgrouped by Department and after
the finished theses, gives each senmission of theses.
the deadline are picked up by the
rea
along
with
a
tootsie
roll
ior
During the party in Ichabod's,
who will be reading
professors
on
detailing
and
date
ceipt
the time
Richard Figge of the German Decoming weeks.
the
in
them
IS
was
submitted. This
partment handed out prizes based which the
large number of thethe
Despite
year, for the first time, each senior
on the numbers on senior's butthe Office was
accept,
must
ses
it
tons. The first prize went to the was also given the black and gold
any certain
at
overwelmed
first senior to hand in her thesis. button to wear. The button idea not
according
to
20
Mar.
during
time
Deborah Horn, wearing number was developed by first year RegisOfin
the
works
trar Glenn Davis. Davis collects Ruth Otto, who
0001 was given a wooden yo-yfice. "It mostly coincided with
and has an impressive colbuttons
which was chosen as the first
class dismissals," she says. Stuprize, according to Figge, because lection in his office in Severence
dents sometimes were creative in
the person who first handed in her Art Building. "I wanted to do something
different," states Davis. packaging of the thesis, including
thesis "would have a lot of time to
one student which handed in a the-s-is
play with it." The other prizes "Buttons seemed the natural thing
tied up with a Mcleod Plaid
were also given for certain reasons. for me."
Ribbon.
Davis says the College ordered
According to Figge, the second
Throughout the years, the Regbuttons since December gradu500
given
was
sticker,
prize, an alumni
istrar's Office has recevied some
to number 10 because being so ates and students who graduate at
strange excuses from seniors who
close to the beginning meant the the end of the summer session, as
do not hand in their thesis on
student was almost "guaren teed to well as the Spring graduates of the
time. The best excuse, according
class of 1989 can all receive a butgraduate."
to Lucille Morris, who works in
A prize he could not fully de- ton. Also entitled to buttons are
the Registrar's Office, was the senscribe was given to a number in any students with majors which do
ior "who put his IS on top of his
the middle of the class because not hand in a written IS to the
car and then drove off. He got all
"there is creativity at the heart of Registrar's Office, according to Dathe way to Wooster before he realthe class," according to Figge. Fi- vis, und can get one at the Regisized it."
nally, a stuffed Wooster cow was trar's Office.
given as comfort to the senior who When asked where the hundreds

I.S.

o,

I
.

r

SUSAN M. GALE

CY

tootsie roll

v

.

y(

1

Picking the kind of candy was
luck too. According to Culp.
just
gave
me
they
roll. That is what
was
found to be cheap at a local
it
when I handed in the "paper"
wholesaler,
a worthwhile considerwhich has engrossed me for the
ation because except for this year,
last eight months.
The writing of Senior Indepenthe staff of the Registrar's Office
dent Study Thesis is over. The has traditionally sprung for the
seniors have marched, celebrated treats.
Culp, a 1941 graduate of Woost(and continue to celebrate) for almost five days now. I look at my er, worked for the College for 32
tootsie roll and try to decide what years before he retired in 1985. He
to do with it. Some seniors will still resides in Wooster, and says
frame it, along with the receipt for that, though Senior IS began after
he graduated, he "has always bethe IS thesis. Others talk of bronzlieved in IS." He says the tootsie
ing it, while some just eat it
But to each senior the tootsie roll tradition began about 10 years
rolls means something more than ago, but other sources disagree. It
just candy. Regardless of whether is strange that the candy has such
we enjoyed Senior IS or not, the symbology for the students while
tootsie roll symbolizes the past the people handing it out do not
year, and indeed the past four even remember the exact date it
years, as we head into the last began.
Since Culp was the Wooster
weeks of our undergraduate careers.
symroll
for 16 years, he has seen
Registrar
tootsie
Most of all, the
our
types of student
completion
of
different
many
bolizes not only
turning
the ability to
concerning
problems
projects, but also a strange
point in our lives.
hand in the thesis by the deadline.
So, how did a piece of candy Remembering back to the first
come to have so much meaning? It year students were fully able to
all began some years ago, no one use computers he says: "Nobody
seems to know the exact date,
anticipated that the computers
when Lee Culp, a former Registrar
would go down. Students came
of Wooster, first began the back, pushed the computer's but"tootsie tradition." Before the adtons and were unable to print as
vent of tootsie rolls, Culp says, expected. We got many frantic
calls and it took two or three days
the Registrar's Office gave out
also
and
candy,
nondescript
more
to get the theses printed and bound
he
or
as
rang a bell for each senior
and turned in."
This year's tootsie rolls were
she submitted the thesis.
Since the Registrar has been the purchased by Ruth Otto of the
traditional accepter of IS theses, Registrar's Office and she, along
the job became rather routine after with Lucille Morris say that no
awhile, according to Culp, so he one turned down a tootsie roll. "In
liked the candy tradition as a way fact, some ask for extra ones for
friends, and some professors
to congratulate seniors. "I especially enjoyed ringing the bell for thought they deserved a tootsie
roll too," says Morris.
them," he says. "Finishing is such
Of course, who would turn down
a tremendous relief for the student
the chance to get a $50,000
and they are always pleased that
someone says thank you."
I now own a $50,000 tootsie

'
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Reminder:

SOC Applications are Due

Friday March 24, 1989
by 5 p.m. in the Deans' Office
JUDICIAL BOARD
Applications are available at Lowry Front
Desk for people who are interested in being
Judicial Board members.
Applications are due this Monday, March 27.
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Steamroller

from page

classmate Todd Cushing, who is
introduced on lead vocals after having done some work with the band
Symmetry last year. The percussion section features Dave Bcllz on
set, and first-yeTed Scott playing congas.
Darby, who hails from South
ar
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SAB presents "Mass

1

aimed for a quality band and things
seem to be coming together pretty

working on originals and booking

gigs on campus. We'll play

wherever and whenever." PercusThe band members agree that sionist Ted Scott, who lives in
there are not as many campus Albany, NY, adds with a laugh, "A
gig's a gig and we love to play."
bands this year as in previous
Says DeMarco, a native of the
years, and arc excited to become a
area, "It's a special sen- Cleveland
new source of music for Woostcr.
well."

M:
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Appeal" for annual
dinner theater
ELIZABETH KIRKPATRICK
Guest Writer
It is once again time for the annual Dinner Theater at Ichabods.
If you were there last year, you
probably remember the outstanding production of The Gin Game.
This year's play Mass Appeal
promises to be even better. Written by playwright Bill C. Davis,
Mass Appeal played on Broadway
in 1981. The play is a two person
production with an old priest and a
young seminarian who are forced
to be together. As usual when
two people are thrown together,
they clash. The same is true for
the priest and the seminarain. The
priest believes in the hierachy of
the Catholic Church while the
seminarian who is idealistic and
the old
priest's comiortable ideas.
The priest eventually comes
around to see that the young man
has the same values that he once
held and envies the seminarian because he wishes that he still
them. According to Professor Richard Figge, one of the
play's actors, "Mass Appeal is an
absolute gem that is touching and
funny at the same time." John
Pierson, the play's other actor.

self-rightcouslyquest-

ions

X A

diJl

-

XvJ- - L

Lisa Walsh

Members of the Runaway Steamrollers, a new campus band debuting tonight at Town
Hall, are (left to right) Ted Scott, Vic DeMarco, J.D. Darby, Todd Cushing, Dave Beltz.
Philadelphia, and Cushing, a native of Detroit, had played together
for a month, and, "with a little
searching and luck we found these
guys," claims Darby. "We've come
together pretty quickly," says
Cushing. "Our intentions were
clear from the very beginning... We

Says Cushing with a laugh, "I
don't know how it's going to
sound, but at least it will be

ior ceIebration...we extend a personal invitation to all seniors to
attend!"

When asked about the band's
tentions for the future, drummer
Dave Bcllz, originally from

Town Hall is located on the corner of Beall and Liberty, underneath Liberty House. The nightclub requests a valid 21 or over

Pittsburgh, comments, "We're

I.D.

loud."
in-

Schorr to speak at symposium
gan-Gorbach-

PAUL BELLIS
Staff Writer
Journalist Daniel Schorr will be'
speaking at the 1989 College of
Woostcr Leadership Symposium
on Tuesday March 28 at 7:30 p.m.
in Gault Recital Hall. He will address the topic: "Leadership and an
Informed Public."
Schorr, one of the last of Edward
Ri .Murrow's "legendary" CB S
news team, currently serves as
Senior. News Analyst for National
Public' Radio. He brings more
--than a half of a century of experience and knowledge with him to
Woostcr. On the domestic scene,
Schorr has covered affairs ranging
from Senator Joseph McCarthy's
hearings in 1953 to the recent
affair. Internationally,
he has reported on such events as
American-Soviiimmits from
meetthe Eisenhower-Kroihche-v
ing in Geneva in 1955 to the Rea
.

--

Iran-Cont-

ra

et

conference in Mos-

ev

cow in 1988.
In 1946, Schorr embarked on his
twenty-yea- r
career as a foreign correspondent. Having previously
served in Army intelligence during
World War Two, he wrote for the
Christian Science Monitor and later the New York Times while still
in Europe. In 1953, he was asked
to join Murrow's team as a diplomatic correspondent in Washington, where he covered Central and
South America.
In 1955, he established the CBS
news bureau in Moscow. His efforts there were climaxed by the
first-evexclusive television interview with a Soviet leader, Niki-t- a
Krushchev, filmed in his Kremlin office in 1957 for CBS' "Face
the Nation." However, Schorr was
eventually arrested on "trumped-up- "
charges and permanently
barred from the Soviet Union in
late 1957.
Next, Schorr spent time work
er

during
which he interviewed Cuban leader
Fidel Castro. In 1960, under assignment in Bonn, he reported to
America the construction of the
Berlin Wall. Schorr "retired" from
foreign correspondence in 1966, as
he once again returned to Washington to concentrate on civil
rights and urban and environmental problems.
He served as CBS' chief Watergate correspondent in 1972. For
his exclusive reports, and on the
scene coverage at the Senate Watergate hearings, he was honored
with three Emmy Awards. In
1976, as a result of his coverage of
CIA and FBI scandals, he was investigated by the House Ethics
Committee for denying to disclose
his sources. At a public hearing,
Schorr said that, "to betray a
source would mean to dry up many
ing out of Washington

See

Schorr:

page 7

po-sess- cd

calls Mass Appeal "good Catholic
humor."
Mass Appeal's actors Richard
Figge and John Pierson met last
year after Figge's work in The Gin
Game. The two decided to work
together to put on this performance. Pierson, a senior, has performed in such productions as One
Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest,
Hello Dolly, Spoon River Anthology, for which he won second
place best actor in New York State
Scholastic Competition, and many
others. Figge, a professor of German, has performed in The Last
Hero, River Man, Clarence barrow, and The Gin Game '. Figge
and Pierson are directed by Frank
Yoho who also directed The Gin

4

Game.

Mass Appeal is sponsored by
the Student Activities Board, Pierson, Figge, and Yoho. Mass Appeal will be performed at Ichabods
Dinner Theater next Thursday and
Friday, March 30 and 31, at 7
p.m. Tickets will be $7.50 for
students and $9 for noncollege
community. The price includes
dinner and the play. There is a
limited number of seating. Tickets are on a first come first serve
basis and are available at Lowry
Front Desk.

Writing contest offers
$10,000 first place
The World & I is conducting an

article writing contest, with a top
prize of $10,000 for the first place
winner. There will also be two
second-plac- e
awards of $5,000
each. Winners' articles may also
be published in The World & I.

Writers are invited to write
4,000 to 5,000 words on one of
three themes: 1) The future of democracy in America; 2) America's role in the 21st century; 3)
The interaction of Eastern and
Western cultures. The contest
runs through August 31, 1989,
with winners to be notified by December 31, 1989, and announced
in a subsequent issue of The World

&I.
Entries will first be screened by
the editorial staff of The World &
I. Finalists will be judged by a
special panel of writers and authorities, including some from The
World &I's advisory board, made
up of distinguished academics from

numerous disciplines (including
I Publisher Dr. Morton A. Kaplan), and other re
nowncd figures. The final panel of
judges is still being assembled.
Entrants can receive an Article
Contest Entry Kit listing all rules
and regulations and which includes
a registration form. There is no
charge and no purchase required to
enter the competition.
The contest is open to all except
employees of The Washington
Times Corporation, which publishes The World & , and their
families. The World & I is a 700-pamonthly magazine of human
events. More than 100 writers and
articles appear in its pages each
month, covering topics related to
its eight sections. Those are Current Events, Natural Science, Arts,
Book World, Culture, Currents in
Modern Thought, Life and Photd
Essays.
The World &

ge

f
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sions in academe.
And the American Council on
(ACE), the Washington,
Education
a
of
series
threw
College leaders
D.C-base- d
group to which all colbooks, letters and reports at the
around the country
presidents
lege
problem of campus race relations
a handbook adpublished
belong,
the last week of January.
to deal with
how
The president of Wesleyan Uni- vising campuses
y
race problems at their schools
versity in Connecticut and Middle-burCollege in Vermont sent ex- more readily.
They need the help. "We still
traordinary letters to their students
and alumni, talking about how don't understand the extent of the
they would like to end racial ten problem," said Joan Weiss of the
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICES

IT

I

im Mfoich

Todd Keiper's work shown here was completed as part of
his IJS. for his studio art major. This piece alone with
other IS. work will be displayed in the College of
Wooster Art Museum in the upper gaUery in Frick Art
from Sunday Marcn Zft to inursaay marcn ju.

-

Many colleges officals simply
their
don't know how crime-ridde- n
campuses are, a group that studies
violent crime among students said.
"There are many people in decision-making
capacities who are
not aware of the extent of violence
that exists," said Dorothy G. Sie-gof the Center for the Study of
Crime and Violence, based at Tow-so-n
State University in Maryland.
el

LisaVfefch

These pieces titled "Unity- and "Bewildered"

of the Center:
1) a statement explaining why yon would like to tutor
In the Center;
2) a description of any previons tutoring experience;
3) the names of two faculty references;
4) a writing sample.
The application deadline Is March 29.

Schorr from page 6
future sources for many future reporters.... Jt would mean betraying
myself, my career, and my life."
After hearing Schorr's stirring remarks, the committee decided
against giving him a citation of
contempt.
Schorr then decided to resign
from CBS and write a book titled
Clearing the Air about his numerous experiences. He also accepted a
position as Regents Professor of
Journalism at the University of
California a Berkeley and began

writing a syndicated newspaper
column. In 1979, Schorr helped
create Ted Turner's Cable News
Network at the personal request of
Turner himself. He left CNN in
1985 and accepted his current position with National Public Radio.
In addition to his three Emmy
Awards, Schorr has received numerous honors and many decorations from European heads of
state. He is also regarded as a stalwart supporter of the First Amendment to the Bill of Rights and has.
received awards and recognition
.&om cilibcrties unions, , . . . i

"That's a concern because unless
people know what's going on in
their campuses, they can't address
it," explained Siegcl as she released the Violence Center's annual

survey of crime on college campuses.
Many of the 328 administrators
asked to report crime figures were
so out of touch with their students
that they confessed that they didn't
know much about the kinds of criminal activitcs occuring under

J

--

The Reading and Writing Center Is now accepting applications for peer tutor positions. Pleas send the following Information to Rose Falkner, Associate Director

ck

On COmpUSeS

their noses.
percent of the administrators who responded did not
know if sexual assault had increased in their campuses during
percent
the past year. Thirty-fiv- e
did not know what percent of
physical assault had involved the
use of drugs, and one in five did
or
not know if anti-ga- y
violence was a problem on
their campus.
Twenty-nin- e

anti-lesbi-

an

Illinois Frat's "KKK Night Ride" results in $40,000
settlement
jit. .f.'fj
it.
,5.. ,'

was created COLLEGE PRESS SERVICES
art. Her
studio
in
I.S.
by senior Durene Wheeler for her
majors
art
studio
Hoping to conclude one of the
work along with the work of other senior
or
woosier most notorious of campus racial
will be displayed in the upper gallery college
until
26
incidents of 1988, a University of
Art Museum located from Sunday March
Illinois fraternity has offered to
Thursday March 30.

Reading and Writing Center
Applications Being Accepted

National Institute Against Prejudice and Violence.
The "problem," howeverhas
not been hard to spot
Anti-blastudents posters have
shown up at Stanford, white students ffttarirmi a black classmate at
the State University of New York
at Brockport and other racial conflicts have arisen during the 1988- -

r'
College Officials aren't OWare Of Clime

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICES

v

-

,

College presidents struggle to get ahead

Keiper and Wheeler present
Senior IS. exhibits in Frick

-

4

pay more than $40,000 to settle a
lawsuit charging some of its
members with violating the civil
rights of University of Wisconsin
students.

is

'

'-;-

o

Acacia fraternity took a road trip
to Madison, were they disrupted
two African Studies classes by
throwing stinkbombs, attacking
the professor and creating melee.
Ann Sulton. an attorney for the
Wisconsin students, likened the
incident to a "Ku Klux Klan night
sin
ride-Wiscon-

students Ruben Cotton and James Sommers sued.

Last April, members of Illinois

tXJ &

claiming the actions were racially

motivated.
Acacia attorneys, who denied the

members were racially motivated.'
offered Jan. 10 to pay Cotton, who
had been called "boy" during the
fracas, $200 in damages. Somen
$750, and each student in the
classes $40 to $30. VS.
District Judge John Shabaz still
must approve the settlement.
di-rup- icd

;
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Ms. Conceptions Ridl gives poetry reading
A WOMEN'S ISSUES BLOCK

SHIREEN BEHZADI
News and Feature Editor

Conover's I.S.
This Friday and Saturday at 8: 15
p.m. "in the bowels of Frccdland-er- "
will introDavid Conovcr
duce "Convolutions," a unique dramatic presentation, as part of his
Senior Independent Study. Although the relevance of this performance to women's issues is not
particularly apparent to everyone,
the Women's Issues Block has
found it apropos of women's issues and, coincidentally, Women's
Week (which runs from March 23
- March 31).

This presentation features Bob

Carpenter, Matt Ellis, Dcnice
Kondik, and Zoc Roscnfcld.
While a feminist orientation was
not entirely intentional, the literature used in the performance is predominately the work of female
poets. The subjects contained in
this work cover a range of social,
emotional and personal issues that
pertain to both women and men.
This is a welcome opportunity
to hear the work of female poets
incorporated in a production of
general appeal. Most often an
event which contains this high a
percentage of women's work is

Racist from page

In conjunction with Professors
touted as being women-oriente- d
Ron Huslwit and Daniel Bourne,
as
interpreted
mistakenly
and is
Jack Ridl will be giving a poetry
strictly being of interest to womreading Thursday March 30, in
en. This is a misconception that Lowry 118 at 7:00. There will be
ignores the human clement of all a reception following the reading.
writing. It is ridiculous to assume College of Wooster students and
that there arc not fundamentally
faculty are welcome to attend.
human emotions that can be con"It looks like I don't take poetry
writer
a
or
female
a
by
male
veyed
very seriously, but that's not true-- I
say
that
performer. This is not to
just don't take my poetry very seriissues that ously. But that's not going to
there aren't
more actively involve one sex or keep me from doing it," stated
poet Jack Ridl in a recent inter
the other.
In discussing the content of his
production, Dave commented that
he selected particular pieces of
writing because he identified with
the feelings and not necessarily
with the gender of the author. It is
not his intention that the audience
identify with specific aspects of
this production but take it for what
I
it is. In fact, both Dave and Zoc
suggested that the performance
will have a more jarring effect than
an entertaining one due to the deep
emotion expressed in the poetry.
"Convolutions" may prove to be
' ' i i i
an enlightening experience for
both women and men on campus.
sex-specif-

ic

H

Yund and Ken Plusqucllcc have
been conducting an investigation
based on the concerns of one member of Dean Plusqucllcc's staff
about another, and that investigation 'will go forward according to
the College's established personnel
procedures. Dean Plusqucllcc informed Mark on March 21 that
this investigation should be completed by March 24. I will be
talking with Mark and will also,
of course, investigate his concerns."
Mandy Langlcy, on behalf of the
Student Government Association,
said that she strongly supports
"the 22 March letter sent by Mark

I'!

I

tional poetry contests Ridl currently has three books of poetry published.
Ridl has been described as "well
worth knowing-wittaccessible,
by the Chicago
Sun Times poetry critic. Ridl's
third book of poetry. Between,
has been recently published and received critical acclaim.
Ridl makes his home in Ottawa
Beach on Lake Michigan with his
wife Julie, daughter Mcridith, his
dog, Seymour, and his cat. Maybe.
He also enjoys playing poker every Friday night.
y,

heart-rendin-
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264- 8555

Goodman."
1

view for a Hope College publication in December 1988.
Presently on Sabbatical, Ridl
has been a member of the Hope
College faculty since 1971 and is
currently the poet in residence
there. He has been published in
various periodicals such as Ohio
Journal, The Georgia Review, The
New York Quarterly, and Three
Rivers Poetry Journal.
Ridl is a graduate of Westminster College in New Wilmington,
Pcnn., where he received a bachelor of arts degree and a master's in
education. Along with judging na

r

m
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Moreover, Langlcy requests
"that the security officer in question be suspended until an expedient investigation is completed. If
the charges are found to be true,
we ask that his employment be
terminated immediately."

Elizabeth Castclli, the Chair of
the Task Force on Racism, says
that "despite the particulars of the
recent event, we need to think
about the broader circumstances
that made the students react in this
way." Castclli added that we need
to think about whether the
"system docs or doesn't respond to
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their needs."

Editor's Note: Articles that deal
with racism at the national campus level are on page 7.

OPEN FORUM

ON PROPOSED JUDICIAL REVISIONS
SUNDAY, MARCH 26, 6 - 8:30 P.M.
TUESDAY, MARCH 28, 11 A.M. - 12:30 P.M.
LOWRY CENTER PIT
COPIES OF PROPOSALS AVAILABLE
AT LOWRY FRONT DESK AND ANDREWS
LIBRARY ON CLOSED RESERVE
CAMPUS COUNCIL
WE NEED YOUR INPUT

Woo

a Pozza Party tf

During lunch, listen to WK
or stof
uia Chicago P
i

VOICE- -

Central America Week provides
students with alternatives
ELISEJ.BONZA
News and Feature Editor

--

People will gather tonight at
Cleveland's Public Square to celebrate the renewal of awareness
about the conditions of Central
America, centering around the
death of Archbishop Oscar Romero.
Romero was a conservative protestor against the reign of terror
sweeping through El Salvador in
1977. In 1980, Romero wrote a
letter to President Carter, asking

the U.S. not to send aid to Central
America. Six months later, Romero was assasinated while saying
mass in San Salvador.
This past week, the College of
Wooster group Students for Peace
through Action sponsored Central
America week. Tuesday night
Sister Linda Schaeffer from a convent in Akron talked about the life
of Romero. She worked with him
in El Salvador.
The movie "Witness to War"
was shown Wednesday. It is the

life story of Dr. Charlie Clements,
who has a radical change of view.
He served in Vietnam then turned
against the war. He spent a year
living in the guerilla "free" zones
of EI Salvador in the early 1980's.
In the film, Clements questions
the U.S. involvement in Central
America.
Other activities included a drive
to collect school supplies for the
children of Nicaragua and a vigil
to commemorate the life of Romero on Thursday.
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Semester in space
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if I can speak for

the other students who went on
Semester in Space, but ITS
GREATTOBEBACK!!!!! Coming in, we actually forgot where
this college was. We had to ask
someone where to find Wooster.
(It was a good thing they didn't
send us to Massachusetts because,
being lost, we probably would
have gone there.)
that my dorm room
I found
was in a pretty poor condition,
though. My ivy had dried up and
disintegrated - which I expected, I
guess. Someone had poured a can
of Pepsi on it at one lime, which
didn't do it much good. I don't
know what happened to my goldfish, Alexander - maybe he had
moved out, but the bowl was empty and evidently, he took the green
plastic seaweed with him...
Still, it felt great to be back.
The Planet Is is one of those
places which is nice to visit
(actually it's not even that nice to
visit), but you would never EVER
want to live there. They don't get
any sunlight When we got back
to Earth, we all looked white and
shrivelled - like we had crawled out
from under rocks or something.
And when we started seeing all
these people with Florida tans,
you know, we wanted to crawl
back.
The food on the planet is terrible, too. I really cannot tell you

up
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how terrible it is, but if I see anpizza or
other piece of freezer-drie- d
packagone of those
es, I think I will be sick. They
cook everything in Hotpots, too,
and really, there is a limited number of things which you can make
in a Hotpot. It's a good way to
lose weight, however. Maybe
that's what Oprah did. I didn't see
her on Is, though.
are no
Speaking of Oprah-th- ere
televisions on the planet, no movies, no news. When I left, Ronald Reagan was still President and
the Brady Bunch Christmas Special was on T.V. I've decided to
give up finding out whether all the
old Brady Bunch came back for
Christmas, but could someone fill
me in about Bush...and where is
Dan Quayle? And what's happening with Oliver North? Is he on
trial or isn't he?
On a less political note...is anyone taking Astronomy 101?
Could you let me know where it
meets and what day? I think I am
in the class, but I'm not sure.
(I've heard that many Semester in
Spacers are having similar problems with their classes, and I think
it must have something to do with
culture shock.)
I know that I should spend a
little time here talking about the
BENEFITS of the Semester in
Space program, but I have run out
of room. IH save the description
of our journey across the Planet Is
for a later column it's really
something that should have been
saved on a home video.

Note: Shelley has just returned
from Semester in Space where she
and 370 other students spent several months on the Planet Is.
I don't know
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Wagner implements Volunteer Program
Many people, unfortunately too
many people, sit back and complain about the "state of things" -homelcssness, poverty, the environment, government policies, racism, etc. There are some people,
however, who try to make a difference. They use their time, resources, and skills to work with
other people to change the ignorance or injustices of a certain system.
There are many students (over
700. in fact) on campus who are
involved in a variety of issues and
programs. Are you involved?
Would you like to be? Next year,
a new program will be introduced
to facilitate yourparticipation in a
program that you care about not a
program or issue whose impact
you just sit back and wish or giipe
about, but a cause in which you
are or would like to be an active
participant
How will it work? First, pick
up a Wagner Housing Application

Form from the housing office in
Babcock (keep in mind that only a
few of the Wagner residents will
be a part of the Wagner Volunteer
Program). Complete the application, giving information about
your past involvement in volunteer activities and your main areas
of interest.
Acceptances to the program will
be based on level of expressed
commitment, variety of programs
in which applicants are interested,
and previous participation in a volunteer activity (preferred, not required). Those accepted into the
program will be paired with an instudent with a
coming first-yeor interexperience
vounteer
arc
"partners"
program
est ,(note:
unless
not necessarily roommates
si-mil-

ar

iar

requested...).

Each person in the program
must agree to volunteer 5 hours
per week with their chosen volunteer program. This commitment
would include attendance at weekly
4--

"reflection" sessions which allow
participants to share their personal
experiences and promote unity
within the program. The group
would also address the broader issues of volunteer ism and community action by bringing speakers or
programs to the campus.
Most programs on campus build
unity through the common goals
of that specific program; the
Wagner Volunteer Program, instead, is unified by the joys (and
frustrations!) of simply being inSharing the "big picvolved.
ture", without losing sight of our
individual programs, will provide
the common ground.
The key is to get involved and
make a difference in other people's
lives. Turn in your Wagner Program application to the Housing
Office by March 30, 1989. For
more information, please see Ka-th-y
Sabol, Betty Rea, or Sophie
Wisniewski.

Abroad students take risks with drug possession
Over 2500 American citizens
were arrested abroad in 1988.
More than 900 of those arrested
were held on charges of using or
possessing drugs.- As we approach the busy travel
season, many Americans are getting ready for that long awaited
trip abroad. For some, the trip
will become a nightmare. The
global war on drugs is heating up
and there are increased efforts by
all countries to stop the flow of illegal narcotics. Those Americans

who assume there is no real danger
in buying or carrying just a
"small" amount of drugs on their
overseas trip may be in for a very
unpleasant surprise. Americans
have been arrested for possessing
as little as a third of an ounce of
marijuana.
Many travelers assume that, as
American citizens, they are immune from prosecution under foreign laws. But the truth is, Americans suspected of drug violations
can face severe penalties, even the
death penalty, in some foreign
countries. It is not uncommon to
spend months or even years in pre

College presidents

from page 7

89 school year at Northern Illinois, Northwest Missouri State
and Columbia universities and the
universities of North Dakota, Wisconsin and Mississippi.
In recent years, conflicts have

College presidents often have
been surprised by the crises,
of how to respond and reacting on the spur of the moment.

PHILIP COVINGTON
Bureau of Consular Affairs

erupted at Tompkins-Cortlan- d
Community College in New
York, Rodgers State and Ramapo
colleges, Penn State, Dartmouth
and the universities of Massachu-settt- s,

Michigan,

California-Berkele- y

and Maryland, to name a
few.

As Wesleyan President William
Chace put it in a lyrical January
16 letter to all his students,
"hatreds have surfaced, racial animosity has grown hot, anger and
resentment have overwhelmed reason."
"'Good' college and university
communities in this country have
experienced very bad, sick moments," Chace-wrote- .'
'.
--

trial detention, only to be sentenced to a lengthy prison stay
without parole.
Once an American leaves U.S.
soil, U.S. laws and constitutional
rights no longer apply. U.S. consular officers can visit jailed Americans to see that they are being
fairly and humanely treated, but
cannot get them out of jail nor intervene in a foreign country's legal
system on their behalf.
Travelers should be particularly
wary of persons who ask them to
carry a package or drive a car
See

ACE

book,

called

"Minorities on Campus: A Handbook for Enchancing Diversity," is
designed to suggest what presidents can do to prevent the conflicts from erupting in the first
place.

This is the first time we've put
together a comprehensive approach. Our role is trying to set
an agenda," said ACE President
Robert AtwelL "Many, many institutions around the country are
addressing this problem. At the
same time, others out there are
looking for help."
It offers hints for making black
students stuck on mostly white
campuses feci more at home, installing more diverse hiring pro- grams and generally helping; mi- - --
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Styled Haircut

Shampoo, Blow Dry, and Conditioner
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NOW $ 9 with coupon
New Customers Only

SPA Seeks Participants
Are you concerned about world issues but don't know
how to become involved? If so, Students for Peace
Through Action (SPA) may be your answer.
Meeting date, time, and place: Every Sunday at 6 p.m.
in Faculty Lounge in Lowry. Bring your tray and join
us for dinner!
Focus of group: Problem of apartheid in South Africa,
U.S. involvement in Central America.
Current Action Projects:
Boycott of Kellogg's Cereals due to the Kellogg Corporation's involvement in South Africa.
Project Clean Your Desk. A collection of educational
supplies new and used for the children of Nicaragua.
Pleas join us In our work!

APRIL FOOL'S ISSUE

will be
On Saturday, April 1, the staff of the Ymie
to
In
addition
Issue,
Fool's
April
a
special
putting out
Friday,
on
stands
will
hit
the
Issue
regular
that
the
March 31.
truths.
humor and
This Issue will include solid, 100
articles, etc.,
If you have any Ideas, drawings, made-u- p
bo later than Wednesplease submit them to the
day, March 29.
These can be
Also, there will be some
never
dated, will
have
dating,
currently
are
who
people
ever date, wish they were dating, etc. They can be cam-pa- s

Vc
joke-couplin-

un-su- re

The

Drugs:

Family Styling

norities fell less "marginal, conspicuous and isolated from the
mainstream of the institution."
For example, it warns presidents
id "pay attention to symbols" like
Confederate flags and fraternity
"slave auctions" that may mean
nothing to them personally, but
are potent representations of pain,
degradation and death to others.
At the same time, Wesleyan's
Chace, moved by the movie
"Mississippi Burning" and by the
celebrations surrounding Martin
Luther King's birthday, asked students for ideas for making "the racial atmosphere of this place called
Wesleyan bettered."
And Middlebury College President Olin Robinson released a list
of priorities to "reflect a fundamental commitment to the long-ransuccess of our minority
ge

gs.

matches or mismatches, political figures, whatever
your imagination can come up with.
Please leave your name and extension with any submissions so that we can contact you.
section, however, do
Contributors to the
not have to have their names printed in the Vic.
Joke-coupl- es

205 W.

Liberty St.

264-25- 07

LUNCHEON SPECIALS 11 a.m.-- 3 p.m.

Only $2.95 - $3.95

.

Includes Choice of Entree, Fried Rice
and Hot Tea.
Dinner Specials $5.95 - $6.95

Sundays

T

7--

11

We Deliver Now
11-- 3
p.m. Mon.-Sa- t.
7
Please Call
264-250-

and

'

4:30-10:3- 0
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Women's groups call for nationwide Domino's boycott
J.M. RUBIN
College Press Services

Most recently, he gave $50,000
to Operation Rescue, a militant
group that is best
known for harassing women as
they try to enter abortion clinics.
Domino's Farms, the pizza
chain's parent, firm, also donated
$10,000 to the group.
"We're protesting the gift to this
specific group," said Connecticut
College senior Stephanie Muller
of POWER (People Organized for
Women's Rights). "Their tactics
are particularly radical and
anti-aborti-

Angered by the head of the
Domino's Pizza chain's $60,000
donation to a radical
group, some campus women's
groups want to convince college
students around the country to stop
buying from Domino's.
"This is an issue students can
focus on, one where they can be
effective. What's more important
than pizza?" asked Sally Packard of
Goucher College's (Md.) Women's
Issues Group.
So far, it's had a dizzying effect
groups. "One
on some
L day we were buying it and the next
day we were mad at them, said
Colleen Dermody, press liason at
the National Organization for
Women's (NOW) Washington,
"This is
D.C. headquarters.
Feminists live on
serious.
Domino's pizza."
The effect so far on Domino's,
which considers the campus
anti-aborti-

on

pro-choi- ce

on

They (Operation Rescue)
harangue patients and
staff, shout things like
'baby killer,' and are
generally very
threatening."
obstructive to women's groups."
NOW Vice President Pat Ireland

called group members "the
racketeers of the Right to Life

movement."
She said group members have
market as one of its most physically blocked clinics' entries,
important, can't be measured, "called every five minutes to tic
company public relations director up phone lines and made false
appointments, giving them access
Ron Hingst said.
The groups led by NOW are to waiting rooms and keeping
aiming to hurt Tom Monaghan, legitimate clients out. They
who built Domino's into a giant harangue patients and staff, shout
500-stothings like "baby killer,' and are
franchise operation.
his
fortune
to
generally very threatening."
Monaghan has used
amass
a
Founded by fundamentalist
buy the Detroit Tigers,
huge collection of houses and Randall Terry, 29, Operation
furniture designed by Frank Lloyd Rescue "is definitely the most
; Wright and, especially in recent
rambunctious group on this side,"
years, agitate against abortion.
agreed Rachel MacNair of
re

i

Satanic Verses from page 5
khe West is more tolerant," Nasr
added.

"If a similar book was published
attacking Martin Luther King, it
would be called racist and it certainly wouldn't be reviewed in the
New York Book Review of Books
and other prestigious journals."
Nasr called the condemnation of
Muslim anger at the book an example of "Western totalitarian cultural domination." Europeans and
North Americans don't understand
that Muslims view The Satanic
Verses as "hate literature."
"If I was the leader of a state that
is based on Islam," said Karen
Feste, a professor of international
relations at the University of Denver, "and there was an attack on
that religion, I'd view it as an attack on the state as well. Thenat- 't, ural reaction is desperation, and of
ten violence.
Yet most observers don't see
students like Idaho's Mohammed
having trouble readjusting to such
an intellectual climate once they
"

return home from their Western
campuses.
"When they return, it depends on
how far they've accepted Western
values," said Nasr. "If they come
home as good engineers, they are
accepted without problems. But if
they come home and drink every
night, that's not acceptable. It varies from family to family, and nation to nation."
"Most students from the Middle
East return home and say Americans are friendly, open, honest
people, although they're ignorant
of what's going on in the rest of
the world," Ajluni said.
But personal contacts help ease
tensions, he added. "People are
people. They'll get along just fine
if you let them. It's only when
governments get involved do
things get screwed up."
Muslim
Rushdie, an Indian-bor- n
now living in the United Kingdom, was in hiding under the protection of British security forces as
of the third week of February.

As of March 6, for example,
groups at Arizona State University
and the University of Missouri-Kansa- s
City had not heard of the

Feminists For Life of America, a
Kansas City, MO, based Right to
Life group.
"I don't know why he chose that
particular group," Kerry McNuIty,
a spokesperson for the Ann Arbor,
Michigan-base- d
firm said of
Monaghan's gift to Operation
Rescue, speculating it was "out of
personal convictions."
Monaghan himself could not be
reached for comment
Operation Rescue spokesperson
Barb Magarra was grateful for the
gift, but said group members
didn't need it to continue "to put
their bodies on the line to

intervene

in

stoping

effort

two-thir-

the

American women."
While Magarra agreed collegians
Texas-Austi-

n

coordinator

pro-dea- th

effective."

.

pro-choi- ce

campus

Danalyn

ds

speaks for all its outlets.

their actions."

might be disturbed by the group's
tactics, she compared them "to
those used by Martin Luther King
people
and Gandhi. The
are in a rage because our tactics are

I

company's Hingst charged. "They
(the boycotters) don't understand
the franchise business. They're
taking their argument to the wrong
The franchisees are
place.

But campus chapters of NARAL
(National Abortion Rights Action
League) at the universities of individual businessmen."
Under such arrangements, local
Texas and Illinois responded
quickly to boycott calls.
businesspeople buy equipment,
At Goucher in Maryland, supplies, signs and marketing help
students are fanning out to spread from the parent company, but own
the effort to neighboring Johns the local stores themselves.
of
Hopkins and Towson State Hingst estimated that
the nation's Domino's outlets are
universities.
Owned by local interests, not by
Some of the profits from Monaghan's parent firm.
the franchise go back to
"They should have thought of
Domino's. They have to
that before," replied Goucher's
"McDonald's
Sally Packard.
take the consequences of

premeditated murder of preborn
children and the exploitation of

And while some students may
boycott Domino's, Magarra said
others are "taking semesters off to
dedicate their time to rescuing.
All college students in America are
not left liberal feminist socialists."
The boycott itself has started
slowly since NOW proposed it in
early March.
Some NOW organizers attribute
it to being too busy organizing an
march on
early April
Washington, D.C, to get the word
out to campuses about a boycott.

the parent company."
"I think it's unfair," the parent

NOW

Reccr

expected to have pickets out at
nearby Domino's within a week of
hearing about it.
"They get an enormous share of
the campus market," Reccr said of
Domino's. "We could see an
immediate effect"
At Connecticut College, where
feminist groups were among the
first to act on the boycott, "We
have posters on campus asking
students to support local pizza
makers and giving their phone
numbers," Muller reported.
Muller maintained that "We
don't want to hurt the individual
franchises. We want to pressure

Domino's does the same thing.
Some of the profits from the
franchise go back to Domino's.

They

have

to

take

"All Domino's stores are not
necessarily in agreement" with

Monaghan's feelings

or the

donation to Operation Rescue, said

Bryan Cole, manager of a New
London, Conn., Domino's near the
Connecticut College campus.
"The donation was personal," he
added, "but the company name was
involved. It was not appropriate."
Cole thought it was "too early
to gauge the effect of the boycott"
on his store. His business, he
said, was "maintaining."

All men's and women's softball and volleyball rosters are due
the Intramural office by 4 p.m. on Monday, March 27.
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the

consequences of their actions."
In fact, some franchisees agree.
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Now through March 31, when you buy selected Marintosh'SE or Macintosh II computers, you'll get
rebate for up to half the suggested retail price of the Apple peripherals you add on so you'll save up to $800.
Ask fx details today where computers are sold on campus.
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Apple Pays Half
Academic Computing Center
Taylor Ha!I
Room 314
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Aqeajocks move op in nationals
SCOTT MCLEAN
Sports Writer
The season is now officially
over and the AquaScots have risen
to the occasion - again. Nine
women represented the Lady
AquaScots at the NCAA Division
III National Championships at the
University of Notre Dame during
the first week of spring break.
While freshman Josh Farthing
( took on the responsibilities of the
men s team at Bowdoin College in
Maine during the second week of
break.
"We couldn't have asked for
more from the women," commented AquaScot mentor, Keith Beckett. The women ended up sixth in
the country moving up in the top
ten from ninth last year. This is a
significant accomplishment because it marks the fourth straight
year in the top ten for the women's
team.

"We knew it was going to be 100 free ending up with a second
tough to stay in the top ten and place finish and then added a fifth
looking at the seed limes going in place in the 100 breastroke - an
to the meet it really didn't look event which she trained very little
feasible but .everyone dug dowa for through the majority of the
deep and put the meet together. It season.
was a good meet because everyone'
The 'other individuals who
there was a part of the team and qualified for the meet met with a
they worked together to make it good deal of success as well. Lori
happen," said Beckett
Hayes, a senior diver, obtained
Honorable Mention
Women's Swim Team
status in the 1 meter diving event
as she finished 15th. First-ye6th place in National
student Sara Shumar gained
competition
status by finishing 7lh
in the 100 breast and 14th in the
Leading the way for the wom- 200 breast. Kathy Bchringcr fien was senior
Brooke nished in the lop 20 in both of her
Henderson. She captured the na- specialties (100 and 200 fly).
tional championship in the 50 free
The strength of Wooster's meet
with a time of 23.97 seconds. Not lay in the relays where they placed
only did she break her own school 4 out of 5 relays in the top 10.
record but she became only the The shining star of the relays was
second woman in Division III his- the 200 free relay (Laura Miller,
tory to break the 24 second barrier. Kathy Gray, Bchringcr and HenderShe was just touched out in the son) where the women successful
All-Amcric-

ar

All-Amcric-

co-capt-

ain

Women's tennis
finish 4 down south
The College of Wooster's women's tennis team headed south over
spring vacation like many other
teams and opened their season with
r a 7 match schedule in which they
finished 4 before making the trip
back to Wooster for the remainder
of the year.
Despite the disappointing record,
Coach Chris Hart and squad
showed a few bright spots on the
trip and should prove to be a major
foe in the North Coast Athletic
Conference this coming spring.
With the key losses of last year's
number one and two singles
players,. Kirstcn Palton and Jennifer Young, respectively, Estcla
Periera and Julie Gingery were
called upon to lead the team in its
first campaign.
The trip opened up with a contest against Longwood College in
. which the Lady Scots played very
well and won all nine matches cn
route to their first victory of the
season. The Lady Scots then
earned their second consecutive
victory the very next day when
they ousted a strong team from
College by a score of 4 in
a close match.
3--

Ur-sin- us

5--

an

Nobody expected them to be there
but they were and they are now receiving
recognition
for their performance.
fifth place while the 400 medley
Meanwhile, Josh Farthing was
(Behringcr, Shumar, Henderson putting in his mileage back at
and Miller) finished 8th. The 400 Wooster preparing to take on Divifree relay ( Miller, Behringer,! sion III at the national level. It's
Freeburn and Henderson) finished hard to train, let alone compete by
yourself but Farthing did it. He
made
the trip to Bowdoin to repreCongratulations to
sent the AquaScots.
Brooke Henderson
Although he did not finish in the
1st in 50 free style
top 16 in his events he deserves a
2nd in 100 free style
great deal of praise and recognition
5th in 100 breast stroke
for his accomplishments. He was
in National competition
the only male to qualify from our
team and he did it as a freshman in
9th. The 800 free relay ( Katie an event he never trained for. He
Erdman, Kathy Behringer, Shellie broke the school record in the
Green and Wendy Freeburn) just event. He finished in the top 25
missed the top 16 as they finished in the event - in the nation. That's
something to be proud of.
18th.
When the points were totalled
The AquaScots are done for the
the women finished with 170
See AquaScots: page 15
points and the sixth place finish.

The team soon realized that winning doesn't last forever as they
preceded to drop the next four
matches to their opponents which
included Appalachian Stale, Lander
College, University of the South,
8)

9)

5)

6--

SHADE WHITESEL
Sports Writer

Jane Major battled the tough wind
and some tough competition to
come out second in the quarter
The Men's and Women's Track mile, with her time of 67 seconds.
teams astonished competitors and
Nettie Link placed third in the
themselves with a score of personhalf mile and Tanya Arbogast ran a
al records and individuals champi- strong 3000 meter run.
onships on their trip down south.
The Scots left Atlanta to visit
Arriving at Emory University in the beautiful weather and warm cliGeorgia on Wednesday, March 8, mate of Tallahassee, Florida and
the Scots ran in some very
ran workout after workout at the
temperatures.
track of Florida State University.
The coaches were not satisfied till
Track Meet at Emory no one could move without groaning in pain.
Aaron Davies
Brent Bunnell was the sole com1st in steeplechase
petitor from Wooster at the Florida
Scott Milchalek
A and M University Meet Satur3rd in steeplechase
day, March 11. He came from behind to win the 5000 meter race
Rob Noble

r''

2-- 5.

g

by-finishin-

.

2--

4--

ed

!

competitve field.
Midway through the next week,
the Scots were psyched to learn the
results from the indoor National
Meet. While the rest of the team
ate, slept, and ran in 85 degree
weather, Jeff Waugh braved the
coldness of Bowdoin College in
Maine to compete in the pole
vault. He missed
by
one, placing seventh with his
vault of 14 feet and 4 inches.
Congratulations, Jeff.
All-Americ-

un-southcrn- like

6)

4)

well-deserv-

I

and Virginia Commonwealth. Although the losses to Lander
and South (0-- were fairly lopsided, the Lady Scots did nearly overand Virg. Comm.
come State (3-(4-before being outlasted down
the stretch.
However, the Lady Scots did finish their trip on a positive note by
defeating Bryn Mawr College by a
score of 3 before heading back
north to Wooster.
Individually, junior Estcla Periera played extremely well at the
and received national exposure and
number one singles spot but had
3rd in 12 mile
recognition with coverage on telesome troubles against some tough
Jane Major
the next day. Distance
competition and finished .'with a.
vision
2nd in 14 irVile
Senior Julie Gingery
Coach Dennis Rice commented,
record of
Nettie Link
.."Brent put in a major surge to
experienced a similar situation
'
in
3rd
mile
12
two
5
number
the
at
break away from the pack midway
and
through the race because he knew
spot but Helen Shepard(
k
(3-against
had better luck
Aaron Davies prevailed
he did not have the speed to
Shannon Day
1
With
the freezing cold water of the water
the Division athletes.
at the number three and four spots,
jump to win the steeplechase in less than a quarter mile remaining,
respectively.
the guy in second place put in a
The Lady Scots continue their 9:58. Scott Milchalek ran a comseason this coming Monday when petitive 1500 with his third place major kick and almost caught
they come home to take on finish in 4:11 and Rob Noble Brent, who won by a second.
broke the two minute barrier in the Bunnell ran an extremely competiWright State.
half mile to finish third in 1:59.
tive race against an extremely
(1--

j

Tracksters set records over break

3--

PAUL JACOBUS
Sports Editor

an

--

ly defended the runner-u- p
finish
from last year. The 200 medley
relay (Behringcr, Shumar, Hcnder-son and Wendy Frecbum) captured

3)

out-kic-

!

an

At Florida A & M meet,
Brent Bunnell "came
from behind to win the
5000 meter race and
received national exposure
and and recognition with
coverage on television."
Down in Florida; Wooster ended
their trip with the huge Florida
Slate Relays on Friday and Saturday, March
The Scots competed against teams like Liberty
University, Miami University and
Baldwin Wallace University. Karen Aeberli, Eva Dodds, and Susan
Louis' all ran personal records in
the 1500. The coach was very
17-1-

8.

See Track: page 15

So The Way
I See It

.All-Oh- io

All-Ohi-

I

'

-

10-- 3.

The College of Wqoster's Men's
faced some difficulI
1 Lacrosse team1989
spring trip , reties on their
turning to Wooster with a
against some very tough
record
the Philadelphia Eagles asking
road competition.
him for a UyouL
Against traditional powerhouse
2
basketAs captain of the
and Lee, the Fighting
Washington
ball team, Karl Kate led the inexin the first half
held
close
Scots
perienced Scots to 19-- 2 record.
very sloppy conditions, yet
under
His team won games over such
fell to the Generals by a score of
powerhouses as University of Cin13-1- -3

'41-'4-

cinnati, Bowling Green,
a 67-2- 6 victory over

3.

Mia-mi(OOt-terbe-

H),

in

and 82-3- 3 win over Wilmington.
Kate explained to me that the
game is much different now. He
hates all of the dunks. The tallest
player on his team was 6'5". Kate
was known for his outside shootset
ing and
shots.. He led the team with a 13 .5
scoring average.
Kid Kate was not done in the
spring when he starred in golf as
well. He helped design the golf
that now exists today and received
special notice at the intercollegiate
golf tournament for having the
most euphonious name.
And just when you thought he
couldn't do anymore, he provided
housing for over 10 students in his
home, Kate House, which is now
25-fo- ot

two-hand-

ed

called Harambe.

He was the youngest and most
successful of five Kale men to attend Wooster and it was truly my
pleasure to meet and spend time
with him and his wife, also of
Wooster, and his family. Thanks,
Grandpa.

$10,000 THIS SUMMER IN

ALASKA

times, but the highly ranked Bowdoin team proved to be too much
victory by a score of
for the Scots and handed them their
The third game of the Scot's prethird loss in four games to end the
season campaign had the team facspring trip.
ing Widener College in a Wooster-dominatIndividually, sophomore Steve
affair which ended with
Davidow leads the Scots in goals
a 12-- 6 margin of victory, giving
the Scots their first victory of the scored with six, points with 10,
and is second in assists with four.
season and an overall record of
Senior Konrad Gesner leads the
The fourth and final contest of team in the assist category with 5,
and has also scored 4 goals to add
Wooster's spring trip was a closely contested match against Bow-doi- n to the effort. Junior Mike Breen
and sophomores Andy Fox and
College of Maine. Although
Chip Holcombe have also made a
outstanding
played
an
the Scots
first quarter, Bowdoin came out strong contribution to the Scot ofcharging in the second and laid fense so far this year.
The Scots hope to improve their
lead at half-timclaim to an 1
mark at home this afternoon
The Scots player very well in the
second half and only allowed their when they face Lake Forrest Colopponents to find the net 5 more lege at 4 p.m.
played and Sydney was awarded the

MATT BYARS
Sports Writer

Classifieds
EARN $4,000

to rocky start

I

X

A sports writer's dream is to
meet and talk with a legend. That
opportunity rarely ever happens to
small writers such as myself. But
over Spring Break I met my first
legend, Karl Keith "The Kid" Kate
42, grandfather of David Williams
90.
Nomading about southern Florida with three friends we decided to
stop by for a visit. Little did I realize that Dave's grandfather was the
stud of studs in three sports at the
College of Wooster.
The awards that The Kid has
won are too numerous to list.
Some of the highlights are his induction into the Wooster sports
Hall of Fame, All- - OAC and
in basketball, a team that
o
19-second team
went
n
partcipa-tioas a back in football and
in the national tournament in
golf. In 1942, he won the Manges
Athletic Award for the class most
outstanding athlete and he was just
recently named the Wooster High
School sports Hall of Fame earlier
this month.
Talking to the Kid, it was easy
to see that his favorite sport was
football. He played center one year
and end another and then moved to
the fullback position of the single
wing offense in which he was
called a hard hitting blocker and an
expert passer. He was also the defensive back and punter.
Kate also received a letter from

' Men's lax gets off

I

J--

C.J. MITCHELL
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The Scots then faced Hampden
Sydney three days later and, once
again, the extremely wet conditions greatly influenced the outcome of the game. Towards the
end of the contest, it was evident
that Wooster had simply been out

ed

1--

1- -5

e.

1- -3

Women's lax drops season opener
PAUL JACOBUS
Sports Editor
The College of Wooster's women's lacrosse team opened their
spring season last week by taking
on a very talented team from
Swarthmore College. While trying
to forget the team's dissappointing
record last year, Coach Noo-na- n
and her squad were eager to
come out strong and start things
off on the right foot.
The Lady Scots definitely came
out inspired but the experience and
excessive talent of the Swarthmore
3-- 10

team eventually carried them to a
14-- 7
victory over Wooster. Despite the loss, the team still
played extremely well and managed to put together some very
impressive offensive surges.
Individually, Minna Jinn led the
way for the Lady Scots by scoring
2 goals and assisting on another.
Junior Nancy Heard, who returns
this year after a brilliant season
last year in which she scored 40
goals and was named first team
also contributed to the
offensive effort by scoring two
goals and one assist.
All-NCA- C,

HELP WANTED

Musicians, Magicians. Clowns, Pantomimes, Jugglers, etc.
3
Call Donna Sauriol at
264-646-

ANTHONY FERNANDEZ
Sports Writer

ry. Although the Scots didn't earn
a victory in the contest, they still
managed to keep South on guard
by pushing four of the matches to
their third and final sets.
Following a decisive victory
over Millsaps College, the Scots
met up with a powerful Emory
College team and fell by a lopsided
Junior Steve Kuri,
score of
the Scot's number one singles
player, earned the only Wooster
victory of the match which was
highlighted by high winds and
very cold temperatures.
The Scots then went on to win
five consecutive matches in a row
before dropping the final match of
their spring trip to Davidson College by a score of
Victims of
Wooster's hot streak down the
),
stretch were Stetson

The College of Wooster's Men's
Tennis team began their season
over spring vacation with their annual trip to Florida and played extremely well against some strong
compcliuon. Under coach Hayden
Schilling's direction, the team
overcame bad weather conditions
and poor luck to register an overall
record of 6--3 and an impressive
start to what promises to be a
great season for the Fighting
Scots.
The trip began on Mar. 4 against
a very diverse and talented team
from the University of the South
which proved to be the Scot's
toughest match of the campaign.
South, who was ranked highly in
),
Wisconsin-Stopolls, defeated the Scots
),
St. Leo
0
and
with a very balby a score
),
Transylvania
respectively.
end
anced offensive attack but the
Individually, junior Steve Kuri
result didn't reflect the whole sto
1--

9.

1--

CRUISE SHIP JOBS

Now hiring Men and Women. Summer and Career Opportunities (WILL
TRAIN). Excellent Pay Plus World Travel. Hawaii, Bahamas. Caribbean,
Ext. 656J
Etc. CALL NOWI
(call refundable)
0.

Jennifer Morse, Jen Maibe, and
Maria Theophilis each added one
goal and one assist to finsh the
scoring for the Lady Scots in their
first contest of the season.
With some young talent combined with experienced upperc
the team displays great potential and has a great chance to
improve their record this upcoming season.
The Lady Scots continue their
season March 29 when they take
on North Coast Athletic Conference rival Kcnyon College.
lass-me- n,

Men's tennis begins on high note

1

The Harvard Student Guide to Summer Jobs in Alaska"
Send S7.95 to
Crimson Press, 1953 Massachusetts Ave., P.O. Box 558,
Cambridge. MA. 02140

(206)-736-700-

2.

8.

(5-4-

pre-seas-

(9-0-

on

tf

9--

(9-0- ),

osh

ut

(6-3-

(7-2-

Wis-consin-Oshk-

led the way for Wooster at the
number one singles spot by compiling a record of 2 which inloss to
cluded a heartbreaking
one
Davidson
player
number
the
in
who was ranked third the country for all Division three schools.
Also making a very positive impact at the number two singles
spot was freshman Adam Brewer
who ended up at 3 and showed
considerable potential for the future.
Senior Scott McCormick (5-and junior Kevin Poor (2-- played
well at the number three and four
spots, respectively, and juniors
Phil Kuri and John Ashbaugh also
provided inspiration throughout
the trip.
The Scots continue their season
on April 1 when they take on Al- - .
Iegheny at home to begin the race
for the North Coast Athletic Conference championship.
7--

3-s- et

6--
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The bovs of
spring are back

SPRING SPORTS SCHEDULE
(Golf will be run with the first golf article, next week)

MEN'S LACROSSE
Mar. 4: Roanoke College (Scrimmage),
Away,

6: Washington & Lee, Away, 3pm
9: Hampden-SydrieAway, 4pm
11: St. Mary's, Away, 2pm
19. '' Bowdoin (PHILA), Away, lpm
25: LAKE FOREST, HOME. 2pm
29:. Marietta, Away. 4pm
1: ' NOTRE. DAME. HOME. 2pmJ
4: Kenyon,' Away. 2pm
8: "Rochester,1 Away; 2pm
12: Ohi Wesleyan, Away. 4pm,
15: OHIO STATE,- - HOME, 2pm
19: WITTENBERG. HOME. 4pm
22: DENISON, HOME. 2pnT '

.

:ic
Apr. 11:
Apr. 14:

- Apr
:

'

.

11-1-

.

Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

28:
1:

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May

15:

7

-

11:
14:

17:

18:
20:
22:
25:
5--

6:

GLCA TOURNAMENT. '
HOME, Sam. n .';!;, . ..
WESLEYAN,

,

-

.

3:30pm
. HQME,
Apr. 19:' Bowling Green, Away, 3pm
Apr. 22: OBERLIN (Coed), HOME, lpm
I Apr. 24:. Denison, Away, 3 :30pm'
Apt 26: CASE WESTERN, HOME, 3:30pm
Apr. 28 & 29:' WOOSTER INVITATIONAL,.
HOME
'' May 5: NCAC Championships, Away, 9am
May- - 6: NCAC Championships Away, 9am
.
May 17 - 21: NCAA Division DX
--

.

Championships
BASEBALL

Mar. 25:
Mar. 29:

Apr. 8:"
Apr. 9:
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

13:
15.
16:
20:

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May
May

22:
23:
26:
29:
30:
5:
6:
7:
10:

Case Western Reserve (2),
-Away, TBA
Case Western Reserve (2),
Away, TBA
JOHN CARROLL, HOME, 3pm
ALLEGHENY (2),
HOME, TBA
ALLEGHENY (2),
HOME, TBA
MALONE. HOME, TBA
KENYON (2), HOME, TBA. ,
KENYON (2), HOME, TBA
BALDWIN WALLACE.
HOME, TBA
Oberlin (2), Away, TBA
Oberlin (2), Away, TBA

,

2-- 0

5-- 0,

Editorial from page 2
Track from page 13
pleased and commented that they
were finally starting to develop
and become very competitive athletes. Aeberli ran 5:07 with
Dodds and Louis finishing right
behind in 5:08. Scott Michalek
placed seventh in a very competitive 10,000 meter race (6.2 miles
and 25 laps around the track). He
raced against an International Field
which was appropriately won by
an Irishman on Sl Patrick's Day.
Michalek ran a great mental race

and managed to pull out a
"smoking" last quarter. In the
men's 1500, Rob Noble placed
third with his time of 4:01 and
tAaron Davies followed in fourth
and 4:02. Jeff Beck also ran a
competitive race and finished in
4:08. Dave Toy surprised everyone in the half mile with his time

a 2:02. In the steeplechase, Curtis
Mann also ran a personal record
and sloshed down the homestretch
in 10:10. Scott Lehman and
Rowly Brucken, hampered by
ankle and calf stress, ran strong efforts in the 5000. In the hurdle
events, Chris Shilts met up with a
flying hurdle that knocked him flat
and hurt his thigh. Gary Dudley
and Karl Crandall ran great efforts
in the 400 hurdles. Jamie White,
Kevin Hicks and Dave Bower
overcame the wall at the 300 meter mark to place well in the quarter mile.
The way back was very depressing, going from 85 degree weather
to cold, freezing snow in Wooster.
Scott Michalek commented at a
rest stop in Tennessee as he shivered in his tank top and shorts,
"ain't Florida anymore."

in-press-

They had the gaul to impugn the
motives of Senator Sam Nunn, a
man respected on both sides of the
aisle for his fairness and lack of
blind party allegiance. In addition, the Republicans seem to forget that more Democrats, including Senator Lloyd Bentsen, voted
for Tower than Republicans voted
against him. In fact, only one Republican crossed the party lines.
In other words, they were just as
partisan as the Democrats were if
not more so.
The John Tower Senate debate
was a long, bloody one. Once
again, the Republican Party has
shown itself to be one full of contradictions between their actions
and words. It is to be hoped that
they can become aware of these
glaring problems within their party and start the serious work that
the Senate must occupy its time
with to help return this country to
the once great world power it was.

4--

ive

9-- 1,

should be noted. Jason Weiner is
0
with 21 strikeouts in only
19 innings and he is sporting an
oustanding 0.95 ERA. Danch is
0 and has not allowed an earned
runs in 103 innings pitched. The
teams ERA is an impressive 3.63
and opposing batters are hitting a
measly .225.'
The offense is led by McConnell
who is batting 378 with 3 homers and 21 RBI .Sophmore Matt
Sherrieb is leading the earn in hitting, batting at a .474 clip, and is
also leading in total bases with
27. Peterson's excellent eye has
brought him 1 1 walks with only 3
strikeouts. Hiestand came over
from the basketball court to contribute 17 RBI's. The team is batting .345 and has 168 total bases
compared to only 85 of their opponents.
The Scots open up their NCAC
play this weekend with a 4 game
set at Case Western Reserve University. Wooster's first home
game is March 29 against John
3--

J

2--

,

CarrolL

Drugs from page 10
across a border. They might unknowingly become narcotics traffickers. If required for medical reasons to take a medication containing narcotics they should carry a
doctor's certificate attesting to that

AquaScots

well-deserv-

1

fact and should keep all medications in original and labeled containers.

Getting involved with drugs
overseas can do more than spoil a
vacation, it can ruin one's life.

from page 13

year. They finally get some
rest and relaxation. The
well for them. I
ended
season
would like to take this opportunity
to congratulate each and every one
,of them on the work they put in
and their dedication to the team for
ed

--

individual performances that

9--

TIFFIN, HOME, 3pm
Ohio Wesleyan (2), Away, lpm
Ohio Wesleyan (2), Away, lpm
Malone, Away, 3pm
DENISON (2). HOME, TBA
DENISON (2), HOME, TBA
MARIETTA, HOME. TBA

of 2:01 and John Partce sprinted in

3--

Yo-cu- m

ar

's

--

8-- 4.

.

Mar. 24:

8--

the-team-

9--

'rrkME, 9am

AprW: OHIO

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Kenyon, Away, 3:30pm
WRIGHT STATE, HOME.
3:30pm
Mt. Union. Away. 3:30pm
MUSKINGUM. HOME, Ham
8: GLCA's at Hope. Away, TBA
Malone. Away, 3:30pm
CASE WESTERN. HOME,
3:30pm
ALLEGHENY, HOME, 10am
ASHLAND. HOME, 3:30pm
WALSH, HOME, 4pm
Ohio Wesleyan, Away, 3:30pm
OBERLIN (Coed), HOME, lpm
Denison, Away, 3:30pm
NCAC at Case Western, TBA

--

.'

15:

i.

26: OBERLIN, HOME, 4pm ';"'
29: Michigan State. Away, 2pm

Mar. 23:
Mar. 27:

9am
Wjoster vs. Wabash, 1:30pm
Kenyon, Away, 3:30pm ,GLCA TOURNAMENT- '

--

'
LACROSSE
WOMEN'S
i
.
9:
Spring Trip
Mar.
Mar. 21: SLIPPERY ROCK.
HOME, 4:30pm
Mar. 25f . Wittenberg, Away, TBA
Mar. 29: Kenyon. .Away, 4:30pm
Apr. 1: Denison, Away, 4:30pm
Apr. 5: Ohio Wesleyan. Away, 4:30pm
Apr. 7: Dickinson, Away, 4:30pm
Apr. 8: Bjyn Mawr, Away, lpm
Apr. 1U Oberlin; Away. 4:30pm .
Apr. 15: KENYON; HOME. 10:30am
EARLHAM, HOME, 2:30pm
Apr. 18: DENISON, HOME, 4:30pm
Apr. 22: OHIO WESLEYAN, HOME, Ham
Apr. 26: WITTENBERG, HOME, 4:30pm
Apr. 29: OBERLIN, HOME. Ham
"

The Fighting Scots Baseball
team returned from their Florida
trip over Spring Break with an impressive 1 record. The team is
scoring runs in bundles, averaging
10.6 runs per game, while holding
their opponents to just 4.2 runs
per game.
The team began their season
against Adrian March 6 and 7 and
they swept the two games 12-- 3
and
Sophmore Jason Wcincr
pitched the opener and was aided
by junior outfielderfirst baseman
Matt Hiestand's game winning
RBL First-yestudent Brad
was the pitcher of record in
the second game and junior catcher
Rob Peterson knocked in the game
winning ribby.
Concordia was Wooster's next
victim as the team ran away with a
1
victory. Senior Rich Danch
started and chalked up his first victory of the season and junior outfielder Brent Bizyak had his first
GWRBI. With momentum growing after every win, the Scots
came into the Widener game looking to extend their winning streak
to 4. This game saw 31 total runs
scored, 20 by the Scots. Sophmore
Mark Bricker won the game in relief and senior third baseman Cary
McConnell had the game winning
RBI. Weincr'S second start of the
season came against Wabash
March 10. He pitched masterfully
with a 6--1
to raise his record to
victory. With the Scots record
reaching
the team had to play
extra tough in the two games
March 11. In the first game
against Aquinas, junior John Jordan was victorious preserving a 3
win. In the second game, it was
Danch in relief stopping Grand

Ohio-Indian-

v. Eariham,

9--

ar

--

Wooster

Valley State 8 for his second
.
win of the season. H '
First-yeAndy
Lott
student
- j
collewon his first game of his
giate career with an 2 win over
wia- -'
Wabash, stetching
streak to 8. Hiestand knocked in
his third game wrming RBI to lake,
team leadership in that category. ,
Later that very same day, Wooster ,
lost in a shootout to Geneva 14r, ;
12. Bricker was the starter and los- -. ;
er. Weiner made his third. starts
against Sl Xavicr and won in a:
laugher 18-- 2 to raise his record to
0
and the team's record to 9?1, h
Bizyak had the game winning RBI,
The Scots record is a very
but there are some

ETHAN GORSUCH
Sports Writer

- 18:

Southern Spring Trip
Apr. K. ALLEGHENY, HOME, 3pm .
Apt-- . 4:.. CLEVELAND STATE, HOME,
..
r: 3:30pm
Apr. 5: University of Toledo, Away, 3pm
a
'Quad
Apr. 8:

'

y,

j

MEN'S TENNIS

Mar.' 4'

.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

.

lpm

the past six months. With your
comiument to the program Wooster Swimming has been able to
thrive instead of survive. Thanks
for your efforts and have a great
end of the year.

--

1

.
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With Automatic Approval, it's easier to qualifywhileyou're still in school.
Become a Cardmembec

Now getting the Card is easier than ever For the
very first time, students can apply for the American
Express Card over the pbone.

Fly Northwest $99 roundtrip.

full-tim-

jgjEb
"

'

'

'

SBMOES

six-mon-

th

1-800-942-

AIDIIMCC
AIK

(only one ticket may be used per
period)
And, of course, you'll also enjoy all the other exceptional benefits and personal service you would expect
from American Express.
Apply now by
calling
And then
you can really go
for less.
places
-AMEX.

1-800-942-

-AMEX.

MnRTHWPCT

Apply Now:

a student Cardrnernber you will be able to enjoy
an extracrdinary travel privilege: fly twice for only
$99 roundtrip to many of the more than 180 Northwest
Airlines cities in the 48 contiguous United States
As

we'll take your appli
Simply call
cation by phone and begin to process it nght away
It couldn't be easier
whats more, because you attend
this school full time, you can also take
LIlMlZS advantage of the Automatic Approval
LOOK TO US
Offer for students. With this offer, you can
get the American Express Card right now
e
without a
job or a credit history But if you
have a credit history, it must be unblemished.
It's actually easier for you to qualify for the Card now,
while you're still a student, than it ever will be again.
1-800-942-AMEX

Fare is for roundtrip travel on Northwest Airlines. Tickets must be purchased within 24 hours after nuking reservations. Fares are nocwdundable and no itinerary changes may be
made after purchase. Seats at this fart are limited and may not be available when you call. Travel must be completed by certificate expiration date and may not be available between
at to wiiich Norths decs ntfhre
Certain bladwut dates and other restricts
mail.
1989 American Express Travd Related Services Company, Inc.
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